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Featured Application: This study focused on the homography estimation between the camera
image and the wall map and presented a novel method (HomographyFpnNet). The high precision
and low time consumption of this method will benefit many homography-related applications in
robotics and computer vision, such as image stitching, simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), 3D reconstruction and optical flow.

Abstract: When locating wall-climbing robots with vision-based methods, locating and controlling the
wall-climbing robot in the pixel coordinate of the wall map is an effective alternative that eliminates
the need to calibrate the internal and external parameters of the camera. The estimation accuracy
of the homography matrix between the camera image and the wall map directly impacts the pixel
positioning accuracy of the wall-climbing robot in the wall map. In this study, we focused on the
homography estimation between the camera image and wall map. We proposed HomographyFpnNet
and obtained a smaller homography estimation error for a center-aligned image pair compared with
the state of the art. The proposed hierarchical HomographyFpnNet for a non-center-aligned image
pair significantly outperforms the method based on artificially designed features + Random Sample
Consensus. The experiments conducted with a trained three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet
model on wall images of climbing robots also achieved small mean corner pixel error and proved its
potential for estimating the homography between the wall map and camera images. The three-stage
hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model has an average processing time of 10.8 ms on a GPU.
The real-time processing speed satisfies the requirements of wall-climbing robots.
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1. Introduction

In the past several decades, considerable research has been dedicated to the development of mobile
systems that can traverse vertical surfaces. This research on wall-climbing robots has predominantly
been motivated by increases in safety legislation and economic efficiency improvements over existing
solutions. Wall-climbing robots can replace humans in the execution of highly dangerous tasks [1–7],
such as evaluating and diagnosing storage tanks in petrochemical facilities and nuclear power plants,
inspecting and cleaning high-rise buildings, performing the maintenance and welding of ship hulls
and application in open-pit mine walls. It can be seen that wall-climbing robots are widely used in a
variety of engineering applications.

Accurate location detection is important in the controlling of wall-climbing robots, and visual
methods are commonly used in the positioning of wall-climbing robots [8–10]. In these methods,
the wall-climbing robot is first detected visually, and the pixel position of the robot must then be
converted for use in a spatial coordinate system of the wall according to the calibrated external
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parameters of the camera. To convert the pixel position to a spatial coordinate, the rotation matrix R
and translation matrix t of the coordinate system of the camera are calibrated against a coordinate
system of the wall. However, when the camera is far away from the wall (e.g., 20 m), it is difficult to
calibrate the external parameters of the camera. A simple and effective alternative is to prepare a wall
map (using the front view of the wall), and to then locate and control the climbing robot using the pixel
coordinate of the wall map, as shown in Figure 1. To locate and control wall-climbing robots using
a wall map, the pixel coordinate of the wall-climbing robot, as detected in image_a (Figure 1, left),
can be translated as a pixel coordinate in wall_map (Figure 1, right) using a homography matrix (or
projective transformation matrix) H, which eliminates the need to calibrate the internal and external
parameters of the camera. Obstacles can also be labeled on the wall to assist in the design of a safe
walking route for the wall-climbing robot.

Figure 1. Projection transformation from camera image to wall map using homography matrix H:
(Left) original camera image, denoted as image_a; and (Right) wall map (front view of the wall),
corresponding to the green quadrilateral in image_a.

The estimation accuracy of H between the camera image and the wall map directly impacts the
pixel positioning accuracy of the wall-climbing robot in the wall map. This paper focuses on the
homography estimation between the camera image and the wall map. Direct Linear Transformation
(DLT) based on two sets of corresponding points including at least four pairs of corresponding points
is the basic method of homography estimation, but finding corresponding points from a given pair
of images is difficult. The usual practice is to use artificially designed features (e.g., Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [11] and Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [12]) to look for points of
interest in the image first, and then to match the points of interest of the image pairs using a matching
method to get two sets of corresponding points. Finally, Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [13] is
used to process any incorrect matching point pairs that may exist in the point set. The best homography
estimation is then selected after iterative optimization.

The requirement of artificially designed features and an exhaustive matching step are major issues
with methods such as ORB+RANSAC. The deep learning model automatically extracts features and
provides more powerful features than traditional methods. The superiority of feature extraction using
deep learning models has been validated in a variety of tasks [14–17]. Recently, attempts have been
made to solve the problem of matching using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). As an example,
Flownet [18] solves the optical flow estimation task by using a parallel convolutional network model
and a correlation layer. Flownet 2.0 [19] proposes a hierarchical model that is stacked by Flownet and
achieves higher precision than Flownet.

Our contributions in this work are as follows: (1) we proposed HomographyFpnNet to improve
the homography estimation accuracy of a center-aligned image pair; (2) based on the proposed
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HomographyFpnNet, we used a hierarchical method composed of one HomographyFpnNet_A
model and two HomographyFpnNet_B models to estimate the homography of a non-center-aligned
image pair, and the mean corner error was significantly smaller than that of the classical
ORB/SIFT+RANSAC methods; and (3) we conducted experiments with our trained three-stage
hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model on climbing robot wall images and achieved promising results.

The code is available at: https://github.com/ZJUZQ/HomographyFpnNet.

2. Related Work

Some attempts have been made to use CNN to solve the homography estimation; these attempts
obtained higher estimation precision than the ORB+RANSAC method. DeTone et al. [20] proposed
four-point homography, which is defined by four pairs of corresponding points between two images.
The model proposed in [20] is similar to the VGG (Visual Geometry Group) architecture [21] with eight
convolutional layers, one max pooling layer after every two convolutional layers, two fully connected
layers and an L2 loss function that is calculated from the square of the difference between the predicted
and the ground truth four-point coordinate values. Nowruzi et al. [22] proposed a hierarchical model
that is stacked by the twin convolutional regression networks to estimate the homography between a
pair of images, and improved the prediction accuracy of four-point homography compared with that
of the work by DeTone et al. [20].

DeTone et al. and Nowruzi et al. [20,22] focused on estimating the homography between pairs of
image_patch_a and image_patch_b with centers being roughly aligned, which we call center-aligned
image pairs. However, in our task, we need to estimate the homography between image_a and
image_patch_b when their centers are not necessarily aligned, as shown in Figure 2. We call these
non-center-aligned image pairs, and they are more difficult, as we do not know which region of
image_a should be matched with image_patch_b. The homography estimation of a center-aligned
image pair is a special case of the homography estimation of a non-center-aligned image pair.

Figure 2. Center-aligned and non-center-aligned image pairs. image_patch_a is the rectangle crop of
image_a around the ground truth green quadrilateral, and image_patch_b is the warping of the ground
truth green quadrilateral.

Because deep networks require many data to train from scratch, we took a similar approach as
that used by DeTone et al. and Nowruzi et al. [20,22] to generate a seemingly infinite dataset for the
homography estimation of center-aligned and non-center-aligned image pairs from the Microsoft
Common Objects in Context (MS-COCO) [23] dataset. The trained models were then directly used for
the homography estimation of climbing robot wall maps.

https://github.com/ZJUZQ/HomographyFpnNet
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3. Homography Estimation for a Center-Aligned Image Pair

3.1. HomographyFpnNet Structure

Figure 3 shows the structure diagram of our regression-based HomographyFpnNet model for
predicting the pixel offsets of the four corners of image_patch_b relative to those of image_patch_a
when image_patch_b is warped to image_patch_a. HomographyFpnNet uses the VGG architecture
(the deep convolutional network developed by Oxford’s Visual Geometry Group (VGG) for object
recognition, which is characterized by its simplicity, using only 3 × 3 convolutional layers stacked on
top of each other to increase the depth of the network and using max pooling layers to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature maps) [21], which was also used by HomographyNet [20]. The model
input is a two-channel image of size 128 × 128 × 2 pixels. In other words, the two grayscale input
images associated by the homography transformation are stacked in a channel manner and fed into the
model network. After extracting features through stacked convolutional layers, HomographyNet [20]
uses the features of the last convolutional layer to predict the four-point homography values through
two fully connected layers, meaning that HomographyNet only uses single-scale convolutional features.
In contrast, the ORB+RANSAC method commonly uses multi-scale ORB features to improve the
accuracy of its homography estimation. Inspired by this, we propose the use of multi-scale deep
convolution features for the homography estimation. Specifically, as shown in Figure 3, we used
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [24] to fuse the convolution features of three different scales, and then
globally averaged and concatenated these three scale convolution features (4 × 4, 8 × 8, and 16 × 16)
to obtain the final one-dimensional features. That is, the 4 × 4 feature map of conv12’s output is
upsampled to 8 × 8 and then merged with the 8 × 8 feature map of conv10’s output (which undergoes
a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to adjust channel number to 256) by element-wise addition to generate
new 8 × 8 feature map. Similarly, the new 8 × 8 feature map is upsampled and then merged with the
16 × 16 feature map of conv8’s output to generate new 16 × 16 feature map. To reduce the aliasing
effect of upsampling, each merged map undergoes a 3 × 3 convolutional layer to generate the final
feature map. Finally, as in HomographyNet, two fully connected layers are used for the regression of
the four-point homography values.

Figure 3. Structure of HomographyFpnNet.

3.2. Dataset of the Center-Aligned Image Pair

Following other researchers [20,22], we also used the MS-COCO 2014 dataset. We selected
118,000 images from the trainval set of the MS-COCO 2014 dataset to prepare training samples
and 10,000 images from the test set of the MS-COCO 2014 dataset to prepare test samples. First,
we converted all the images selected from the MS-COCO 2014 dataset into single-channel gray-scale
images and down-sampled the converted images to a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels. Then, to increase
the capacity of the resulting training set and test set, we generated three samples from each selected
image. To achieve this, three rectangles of size 128 × 128 pixels were randomly selected from the
central area of each image (excluding the boundary area of 32 pixels). A random perturbation with a
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maximum absolute value of 32 pixels was added to the pixel coordinates of each corner of the rectangle,
and the perturbation values of the four corners were the target four-point homography values. Then,
we used the OpenCV library and the target homography values to warp the original image. Finally,
we extracted the patches from the original image and the warped image using the pixel coordinates of
the original four corners. The pair of extracted patches together with the target four-point homography
values were fed as inputs to the network.

3.3. Training and Results

When training the HomographyFpnNet model, we used a momentum optimizer with a
momentum value of 0.9, a batch size of 64, and an initial learning rate of 0.05. During the first
1000 training iteration steps, we linearly increased the learning rate from 0.0 to the initial learning
rate of 0.05. We then continued training the model for an additional 90,000 iteration steps and
simultaneously updated the learning rate from 0.05 to 0.0 using a cosine decay method [25].

We tested the mean corner error of the trained model on the 30,000 test samples generated from
the COCO 2014 test dataset. The mean corner error was obtained based on the calculation of the
L2 distance between the estimated and the ground truth corner locations, for the average of the four
corners and all test samples. As shown in Figure 4, our HomographyFpnNet model had a mean corner
error of 3.22 pixels on the 30,000 test samples generated from the MS-COCO 2014 test set. Compared
with HomographyNet, the mean corner error decreased from 9.42 pixels (our own implementation,
9.2 pixels in the published report [20]) to 3.22 pixels, that is, the mean corner error decreased by
65%. Compared with the hierarchical method [22], our HomographyFpnNet model with an error of
3.22 pixels performed better than their four-stage model with an error of 3.91.
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Figure 4. Mean corner pixel error comparison of various methods for homography estimation of a
center-aligned image pair.

Figure 5 shows some of the prediction results of HomographyFpnNet on some MS-COCO 2014
dataset images and the associated wall images of our wall-climbing robots.
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Figure 5. HomographyFpnNet results on test images. The corners of the green quadrilaterals are the
ground truth and the corners of the red quadrilaterals are the predicted results.

4. Homography Estimation for a Non-Center-Aligned Image Pair

We extended our study to estimate the homography for a non-center-aligned image pair and used
the MS-COCO 2014 dataset to generate enough training and test samples for network model training
and testing. The trained models were used to directly estimate the four-point homography between
the camera images and the wall maps of wall-climbing robots in the next section.

4.1. Dataset of Non-Center-Aligned Image Pair

We chose 118,000 images from the trainval set of the MS-COCO 2014 dataset to generate training
samples for the homography estimation, and 10,000 images from the test set of the MS-COCO 2014
dataset to generate test samples. As shown in Step 1 in Figure 6, all images selected from the MS-COCO
2014 dataset were converted to single-channel gray-scale images and three samples were generated
from each selected image to increase the capacity of the resulting dataset. To do this, three rectangles
(blue rectangle in Figure 6) of size w × h (w ≥ 128, h ≥ 128), excluding a boundary region of w

4 pixels
in the x-direction and h

4 pixels in the y-direction, were randomly selected from each image. A random
perturbation in the range of w

4 pixels for the x-coordinate and h
4 for the y-coordinate was added to

the pixel coordinates of each corner of the rectangle, and the perturbation values of the four corners
were the target four-point homography values (green quadrilaterals in Figure 6). In Step 2, the target
four-point homography was warped to generate image_patch_b of size 128 × 128 pixels. In Step 3,
the image_a (resized to 128 × 128 pixels) and image_patch_b pair, along with the target four-point
homography values, were fed as inputs to the network.
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Figure 6. Dataset generation of a non-center-aligned image pair.

4.2. Hierarchical Homography Estimation

To predict the four-point homography values, the locations of the four corners of image_patch_b
were predicted in image_a. To successively reduce the estimation error, we used a hierarchical method,
as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Estimation process of the hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model. The four corners of the
green quadrilateral in image_a are the ground truth four-point homography values; the four corners of
the red quadrilateral in image_a are the predicted results.

In Stage_1, we took the input image pair of image_a and image_patch_b and used the
HomographyFpnNet_A model to directly predict the pixel coordinates of the four corners of
image_patch_b in image_a. The training triplet sample of Stage_1 was (image_a, image_patch_b, pj),
j = 0, 1, 2, 3. In the following Stage_i (i = 2, 3), we first used the prediction result of the preceding
stage (Stage_i − 1) to calculate the homography matrix Hi−1 between image_a and image_patch_b,
and then used Hi−1 to transform the area enclosed by the predicted four corners of Stage_i-1 in image_a
(red quadrilaterals in Figure 7) to a new image_patch_tmp of size 128 × 128 pixels. At the same time,
we used Hi−1 to transform the ground truth four-point homography values to image_patch_tmp to
provide target regression values for Stage_i. We then took the input image pair of image_patch_tmp
and image_patch_b and used the HomographyFpnNet_B model to predict the pixel offsets of the
four corners of image_patch_b in image_patch_tmp relative to the four corners of image_patch_tmp .
Finally, we used the inverse of Hi−1 to transform the predicted four corners of HomographyFpnNet_B
back to image_a to get the predicted four corners of image_patch_b in the original image_a for Stage_i.
The training triplet sample of stage_i was (image_patch_tmp, image_patch_b, Hi−1 pj), j = 0, 1, 2, 3.

The model structures of HomographyFpnNet_A and HomographyFpnNet_B are exactly the same
as that shown in Figure 3. The difference between HomographyFpnNet_A and HomographyFpnNet_B
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is that, while the output of HomographyFpnNet_A represents the absolute pixel values of the four
corners of image_patch_b in image_a, the output of HomographyFpnNet_B represents the pixel
offsets of the four corners of image_patch_b in image_patch_tmp relative to the four corners of
image_patch_tmp.

Warping using the predicted four-point homography values from each stage (red quadrilaterals in
Figure 7) resulted in a more visually similar image_patch_tmp to image_patch_b, as shown in Figure 7.
We took the predicted four-point homography values of the last stage as our final result.

4.3. Training

As shown in Figure 7, when training the hierarchical models, the training data of the current stage
model depended on the predictions from the previous stage model. When training the three cascade
models at the same time, we needed to do some data processing, such as warping image_a to generate
image_patch_tmp, in real time, which resulted in a slow training speed. To speed up the training,
we adopted a step-by-step training strategy and prepared training data for each stage model offline.

Firstly, the training set generated by the method shown in Figure 6 was taken as Training Set
1 to train the Stage_1 model (a HomographyFpnNet_A model). Secondly, we used the predictions
of the trained Stage_1 model to generate Training Set 2 offline, and then Training Set 2 was used
to train the Stage_2 model (a HomographyFpnNet_B model). Thirdly, predictions from the trained
Stage_2 model were used to generate Training Set 3 offline, and then Training Set 3 was used to train
the Stage_3 model (also a HomographyRegNet_B model).

For simplicity, we used the same training parameters or the training of all stage models (i.e.,
one HomographyFpnNet_A model and two HomographyFpnNet_B models). For the training of each
stage model, we used the same training parameters and methods as for the center-aligned image pair
case, except that we used 130,000 training iterations rather than 90,000. During the training process,
we also adopted the following data enhancement strategies for the image pairs. For image_patch_b
(size of 128 × 128 pixels) in the image pair, we randomly adjusted its brightness and assigned random
values to a randomly chosen small rectangle (size: w × h, 4 ≤ w ≤ 16, 4 ≤ h ≤ 16). The main reason
for using these two data enhancement strategies was to avoid issues that arise when the wall maps are
used, such as illumination changes between the camera image and the wall map, the occlusion of the
camera images by the robot, and so on. We used these data enhancement strategies to improve the
estimation accuracy of the trained hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model on the test wall images.

4.4. Results and Discussion

We compared our hierarchical HomographyFpnNet with the baseline of classical
ORB/SIFT+RANSAC methods for homography estimation of non-center-aligned image pairs.
We report the metric of mean corner error for each approach on the 30,000 test samples generated
from the MS-COCO 2014 test set. To measure this metric, we computed the L2 distance between
the ground truth corner position and the estimated corner position in the original image_a. In other
words, for hierarchical HomographyFpnNet, we first resized image_a to a size of 128 × 128 pixels
for the prediction, and then we resized the predicted corners back to the original image_a size to
compute the error in the corner positions. The error was averaged over the four corners of the image,
and the mean corner error was computed over the entire test set (30,000 samples). We used the default
OpenCV parameters in the traditional ORB/SIFT+RANSAC homography estimator, which computes
ORB/SIFT features at multiple scales and uses the top 25 scoring matches as input to the RANSAC
estimator. To avoid extremely large corner error, the estimated four-point homography values of
ORB/SIFT+RANSAC method were clipped within the shape size of image_a. In scenarios where the
ORB/SIFT+RANSAC estimate failed, we ignored the estimate and excluded that test sample.

As shown in Figure 8, the ORB+RANSAC method performed poorly in the homography
estimation of non-center-aligned image pairs, with a mean corner error of 173.59 pixels. The method
of SIFT+RANSAC performed better and obtained a mean corner error of 98.16 pixels, while the
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detection speed of SIFT features was much slower than that of ORB features. The reason that
ORB/SIFT+RANSAC methods performed poorly in the homography estimation of non-center-aligned
image pairs is that the size of image_patch_b is smaller than image_a, causing many mismatches of
ORB/SIFT feature points between image_a and image_patch_b. Our hierarchical HomographyFpnNet
performed much better in this task, and the mean corner error of the three-stage model was only
6.05 pixels. Figure 9 shows some prediction results obtained with our three-stage hierarchical
HomographyFpnNet method compared with those obtained with ORB/SIFT+RANSAC methods,
in which the corners of the green boxes are ground truth four-point homography values and the
corners of the red boxes are predicted results.
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Figure 8. Test error comparison of our hierarchical HomographyFpnNet with other methods for
non-center-aligned image pairs. Pixel errors are all computed in the original image_a size.

Figure 9. Homography estimation results of different methods for non-center-aligned image pair.
The corners of green box are ground truth four-point homography values and the corners of red box
are predicted results.
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4.5. Time Consumption Analysis

We used Tensorflow [26] to implement our proposed network model. During testing, the average
processing time of a single HomographyFpnNet model on a GPU was 3.48 ms. Using the
HomographyFpnNet model in each stage of the hierarchical method, the total computational
complexity is given by,

de = (lm + lw) ∗ n (1)

where de is the end-to-end delay of the whole hierarchical model, lm is the average latency for each
HomographyFpnNet model, lw is the warping over-head to prepare a new image pair, and n is the
number of stages used in the hierarchical model.

Table 1 shows the time consumption of our hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model on a GPU.
Our three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model is shown to have an average processing time
of 10.8 ms on a GPU. The real-time processing speed satisfies the requirements of wall-climbing robots.

Table 1. Time consumption of our hierarchical HomographyFpnNet.

Model Name Time Consumption on a GPU (ms)

One-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet 3.48
Two-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet 7.03
Three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet 10.8

5. Experiment on Wall Images

We conducted a homography estimation on the wall images of our wall-climbing robots using the
previously trained three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model. The test wall images were
decoded from the recorded video (one image per 2 s) and there were 52 images (1280 × 720 pixels)
in total. We selected four fixed points on the wall and manually labeled the pixel coordinates of these
four fixed points on each wall image. After conducting the four-point homography prediction with
our three-stage HomographyFpnNet model, we resized the predicted four-point values back to the
original image size, and then calculated the mean corner error; the mean corner error was computed in
the image size of 1280 × 720 pixels.

In the first experiment, for each image_a of wall image, we first warped the labeled
four-point homography values (green box in Figure 10) to get image_patch_b, and then used the
trained three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model and the input image pair (image_a,
image_patch_b) to predict the four-point homography values (red box in Figure 10). The four-point
homography estimation errors of our three-stage HomographyFpnNet on the 52 test wall images are
shown in Figure 11, and the mean corner error of the 52 images was only 2.8 pixels. Figure 10 shows
some prediction results on the wall images.

In the second experiment, we conducted a more difficult test. We used a single image_patch_b
generated from the first wall image to estimate the four-point homography values between this
image_patch_b and all test wall images. Experiment 2 was consistent with the actual use of the
wall map of the wall-climbing robot. That is, we usually prepared one wall map image and then
estimated the four-point homography between the wall map and all camera images. As can be
seen in Figure 12, while the matched region of image_a is occluded by the wall-climbing robot,
even though there is no robot in the corresponding image_patch_b, our model could still estimate the
four-point homography values well due to the data enhancement strategy we used when training the
hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model (described in th e Section 3.3). Figure 13 shows the prediction
error when using a single image_patch_b, with a mean corner error of the 52 test wall images of
5.1 pixels. The mean corner error of 5.1 pixels in the second experiment was larger than the 2.2 pixels
in the first experiment, and this increased error was mainly caused by the difference between the
image_a and the fixed image_patch_b increasing over time. This is a problem that we will solve in the
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future, for example generating training samples of fixed image_patch_b and a changeable image_a
from videos.

Figure 10. Experiment 1. Prediction results of our three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet on test
wall images where image_patch_b is warped from each wall image. The corners of the green box are
the ground truth four-point homography values and the corners of the red box are the predicted results.
Since the error of the homography estimation is very small, the red and green boxes almost overlap.

Figure 11. Experiment 1. Prediction errors of our three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet on test
wall images.
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Figure 12. Experiment 2. Prediction results of our three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet on test
wall images where image_patch_b is only warped from the first wall image.

Figure 13. Experiment 2. Prediction errors of our three-stage hierarchical HomographyFpnNet on test
wall images.

6. Conclusions

We proposed HomographyFpnNet, which uses multi-scale deep visual features, and obtained a
smaller homography estimation error for center-aligned image pairs compared with the state of the
art. The proposed hierarchical HomographyFpnNet for non-center-aligned image pairs significantly
outperforms ORB/SIFT+ RANSAC methods. The experiments conducted with a trained three-stage
hierarchical HomographyFpnNet model on wall images of climbing robots showed that our proposed
hierarchical HomographyFpnNet is suitable for estimating the homography matrix between the wall
map and camera images. In future work, we will focus on solving the problem of increasing estimation
error of homography caused by the change in illumination, viewpoint, etc. between the camera image
and the fixed wall map.
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